Primary stream students
In order to be eligible for Professional Experience 1, you need to:
· be enrolled in EMT500 Professional Experience 1; and
· be concurrently enrolled in, or have previously passed, EMT502, EMT504, EMT511 and EMT521
To progress to Professional Experience 2, you need to:
· have successfully completed PE1 and all first semester theory units;
· be concurrently enrolled in, or have previously passed, EMT507, EMT508, EMT592 and EMT593; and,
· be enrolled in EMT501 Professional Experience 2
To progress to Professional Experience 3, you need to:
· have successfully completed PE1 and 2 and all level 500 theory units;
· be concurrently enrolled in, or have previously passed, the equivalent of four 12.5CP level 600 theory units (EMT603 plus the equivalent of three 12.5CP level 600 theory units); and,
· be enrolled in EMT600 Professional Experience 3
To progress to Professional Experience 4, you need to:
· have successfully completed PE1, 2 and 3, all level 500 units and the equivalent of four level 600 theory units;
· be concurrently enrolled in, or have previously passed, the equivalent of four 12.5CP level 600 theory units (EMT607 & EMT608 plus the equivalent of three 12.5CP level 600 theory units); and,
· be enrolled in EMT601 Professional Experience 4

Secondary stream students
In order to be eligible for Professional Experience 1, you need to:
· be enrolled in EMT513 Professional Experience; and,
· be concurrently enrolled in, or have previously passed, EMT502, EMT504, EMT510 and EMT520
To progress to Professional Experience 2, you need to:
· have successfully completed PE1 and all first semester theory units;
· be concurrently enrolled in, or have previously passed, EMT507, EMT508, and two first year specialisation units; and,
· be enrolled in EMT523 Professional Experience 2
To progress to Professional Experience 3, you need to:
· have successfully completed PE1 and 2 and all level 500 theory units;
· be concurrently enrolled in, or have previously passed, the equivalent of four 12.5CP level 600 theory units (EMT603 plus the equivalent of three 12.5CP level 600 theory units); and,
· be enrolled in EMT613 Professional Experience 3
To progress to Professional Experience 4, you need to:
· have successfully completed PE1, 2 and 3 and all level 500 and the equivalent of four level 600 theory units;
· be concurrently enrolled in, or have previously passed, the equivalent of four 12.5CP level 600 theory units (EMT607 & EMT608 plus the equivalent of three 12.5CP level 600 theory units); and,
· be enrolled in EMT623 Professional Experience 4

What happens if you fail a unit?
If you have not successfully completed all requisites for your Professional Experience you will not progress to your next placement, which will extend your study time. For example, if you fail one of your PE2 requisite theory units you will be unable to enrol in PE2 until you have met all requisites. This means your completion time will extend by a minimum of 12 months.

Will you still be able to study?
Yes, provided you have met all theory requisites you can continue to study your theory units, pre-requisites permitting, but will not be able to progress onto your next Professional Experience until it is next offered.

This is why the enrolment mapping documents are important
This is why we stress that you follow the enrolment mapping and instructions from the Professional Experience Office to the letter, as they are designed to assist you in your progression.